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What is Microshading? 
Microshading (also known as powder brow
tattoo, shaded brows or ombre brows) is a

semi-permanent eyebrow improvement
process in which the artist uses a tattoo

machine to implant PMU pigments into the
top layers of the skin using the dotting
technique, or pixelization.  As a result, a
powdery brow look is formed, as well as

foggy, powdered brows. Microshading is a
similar method, but the results are more

dramatic.
 

The entire microshading procedure is
similar to microblading, however the

technique employed and the ultimate
result are distinct - microblading is a series

of hair strokes hand drawn with a blade
and pigment. On the other hand, the ombre

brow technique is divided into two parts:
the first insertion of the pigment and the

follow-up procedure, which takes place 6–8
weeks following the initial procedure. It also

involves advanced brow mapping and
measuring techniques to create a bespoke
eyebrow shape for each client which works
to enhance their natural beauty, because it
is based on the measurements of their very

own features. 

INTRODUCTION
Welcome to your SMPU Eyebrow Training!

What is Microblading? 
Microblading is a type of cosmetic semi-
permanent makeup that involves hand

drawing each individual hair and
implanting the pigment into the skin

with a disposable portable tool made of
very small needles imitating the shape
of a blade (we call it a microblade). It is

very similar to a tattoo, but it is semi-
permanent.  Microstroking,

micropigmentation, eyebrow
embroidery, eyebrow feathering, and 3D
eyebrows are all terms used to describe

eyebrow microblading. Microblading
eyebrows, by any name, is a relatively

new technique in the United States, but
it has been popular in Asia and Europe

for around 25 years. 
 

Each new hair stroke is designed to
mimic the client's natural brow hair and

integrate perfectly with the client's
existing brows to add colour and

fullness, creating a very natural look.
Microblading ensures that professionals

create a unique shape, appearance,
and feel that compliments your face

and personality.



Semi-permanent eyebrow styling procedures include both microshading and
microblading. 

Pigments are injected into the skin, and the effects persist for a long time. They
don't smear or wash off, but they do fade over time. Part of the pigment is
mechanically worn away when the skin renews itself and sheds dead skin cells,
while the rest is absorbed by the body.

The process employed and the results achieved are the most significant
differences between microblading and microshading. Microblading involves
making minute incisions on the skin's surface and filling them with pigments by
hand. Hair-like strokes run through the skin. Microshaded brows are created by
dotting (some artists refer to this technique as "pixelization," while others refer
to it as "airbrushing") in a certain pattern, with the dot saturation progressively
increasing towards the tail to avoid dragging through the skin.

Microblading produces a more natural look, whilst microshaded brows give the
idea of wearing makeup and add drama. If clients can't decide between which
treatment to opt for, explain that it all depends on  their preferences.

Microshaded brows cause less discomfort and bleeding. Because there is no
constant opening and dragging of the blade into the skin, the technique is less
harmful to the skin. Of course, each person's skin will react differently, and
there's no way to know until the operation begins, but this is the general trend.

It's useful to note that the microshaded appearance can be used in two ways
with microblading. You can have ombre microblading done by your artist,
which entails very fine hair strokes that gradually become darker and more
frequent as you move closer to the tail of the brow. Alternatively, the
microblading pattern can be left unchanged and the shade added with
increasing saturation.

MICROBLADING VS MICROSHADING



ADVANTAGES

This method can provide a subtle or very dramatic look, therefore suitable
for most clients as you can cater for all needs and requirements
Have long lasting results, once you have had a touch up treatment 1-2
months after your initial treatment you will have wonderful brows for up to
2 years
Your eyebrows will always look perfect and are completely waterproof, so
no need to worry about your eyebrow gels and pencils from smudging on
holidays, gym sessions and much more
Saves time on daily routines and less daily upkeep, you wake up with
perfect brows every day so you do not need to spend time on perfecting
your brow shapes and buying brow products
Fill in gaps in the brow and make the brows appear thicker, or perhaps you
have over plucked your eyebrows in the past which haven't grown back,
ombre brows can bring back your wonderful full brows 
Give structure and symmetry to the face if the eyebrows are uneven
Have a bespoke brow shape made which you know will be flattering
because it will be measured from your very own facial features
Rebuild eyebrows for people who may have lost them, such as alopecia or
cancer patients due to chemotherapy (with doctor's consent) which can be
extremely rewarding for the technician and a tremendous feeling for the
patient also.  
Ideal for people who play a lot of sports
Ideal for people who are sensitive to makeup, as they will achieve beautiful
brows without the need for makeup
Sometimes microshading is a better alternative than microblading,
especially for persons with oily skin, wide pores, or alopecia, as these traits
can make microblading strokes difficult to draw.

The advantages of an SPMU eyebrow treatment you can share with your
client include: 

 



FAQ's

Frequently Asked Questions
 

Q: Are SPMU eyebrows permanent? 
A: SMPU stands for 'semi-permanent makeup' which fades over time. 

 

Q: How long do SPMU eyebrows last?  
A: SPMU eyebrows last between one and three years. The variation in time is

determined by lifestyle, sun exposure and skin type. Someone with an oilier skin
type tends to experience results that fade quicker compared to someone with a

drier skin type.  
 

Q: Can I do my own SPMU treatment?  
A: No, only a trained professional will be able to safely perform the SPMU
eyebrows treatment - self-application may cause injury and/or infection.

 

Q: How often should I get the treatment?  
A: After your first treatment is fully complete, including touch up appointment 6

- 8 weeks later, you can top up your SPMU every 1-3 years. This can depend on
varying factors such as lifestyle, skin type & routine and environmental factors. 

 

Q: Can I apply eyebrow gel to my eyebrows?  
A: Yes, however an advantage of having SPMU is never needing to wear

eyebrow gel. 
 

Q: Can I swim, shower or exercise after my treatment? 
A: Yes, 1 week after the treatment. 

 

Q: How do I take care of my eyebrows after the treatment?  
A: Each client should be given a sheet of aftercare instructions after their
treatment. A brief overview of the instructions are listed below, and a full

detailed aftercare sheet is provided at the end of this manual.



FAQ's
For 7 days after the treatment:
Use a mild antibacterial soap to gently cleanse the brows, rinse every trace
of soap away and gently pat dry. Do this twice a day.
With a clean finger, apply a small amount of aftercare ointment after every
cleanse. 
During the healing period, avoid wearing makeup in the healing area.
Do not pick or touch the eyebrows.
Avoid steam rooms, saunas and swimming.
Avoid activities that may cause excess sweating.
Drinking excess amounts of alcohol.
Avoid using creams on the face containing acids or retinol.

For 1 month after the treatment:
Avoid direct sunlight and sun beds
Avoid facial or skin appointments e.g. chemical peels and forms of
exfoliation. 
Avoid facial cosmetic procedures e.g. botox and filler.

 
 

Q: Describe the SPMU process?  
A: You will have a bespoke eyebrow shape mapped to enhance your natural

eyebrows and frame your face, and using an SPMU machine, small dots will be
shaded into the eyebrow area fading from light to dark in an 'ombre' effect. Or if

you opt for microblading,  small hairlike strokes are drawn into the skin with a
blade and pigment.

 

Q: How much does it cost for a full treatment of SPMU?  
A: The cost will vary from area to area. The average full treatment is priced

around $500 to $2000. You will want to look at your local market and demand
before setting your prices.  

 

Q: Is SPMU painful? 
A: Naturally everyone's pain tolerance will differ, but SMPU is less invasive. There

is less pain as there is no constant drag of the needle going through the skin. 



To understand how hair grows, we first need to look at its parts. Hair is made up
of two parts: the follicle and the shaft. The shaft grows from the follicle, which is

the root of the hair located beneath the skin.
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

There are around 100,000 hair follicles on the scalp alone, and five million hair
follicles on the body. The hair follicle itself is made up of the papilla and the

bulb. The papilla contains tiny blood vessels that deliver blood supply to the hair
follicle. The papilla nourishes the hair follicle with the necessary nutrients for
hair growth. The bulb, which surrounds the papilla. Is where the hairs’ cells

divide. Cells of the bulb divide much faster than the other cells in the human
body. The hair shaft is made up of a hard protein called keratin, and a scale-like
outer protective layer called the cuticle. Hair shafts are actually dead, which is

why it doesn’t hurt to get a hair cut!
 

Just like lashes, eyebrows have an average 5- 7 week growth cycle, however can
differ from factors such as your age, metabolism, race, weight and more. This

does not however mean that eyebrows strictly grow back in 7 weeks, as the hair
is in a continuous cycle of growth phases called Anagen, Catagen and Telogen. 

NATURAL HAIR GROWTH 



Anagen (the growth phase) 
- is the period of active growth. During this stage two processes are
taking place: cells in the root of the hair divide quickly to form a new hair
and then the the hair follicles start producing melanin (the pigmented
proteins) which moves to the hair shaft to give it the dark colour. How
long this part of the cycle lasts is determined genetically and therefore
varies from person to person but on average, approximately 40% of the
upper lashes will be in this phase at any given time. 

Catagen  (the transition phase) 
- after the Anagen phase comes the short transitional phase called
Catagen. Once the hair reaches its predetermined length, they stop
growing and the hair follicle begins to shrink which moves the lash to the
transition phase. This phase will last around 2 - 3 weeks and no pigment
is made during this time or produces any hair. 

Telogen (the resting phase) 
- the hair will rest in the hair follicle for around 3 - 4 months and during
this time a new hair begins to grow. As the lash grows upwards, the old
hair will naturally shed or may be pulled out. Shedding is a normal
process of the replacement of the old lash with a new. This new hair that
has grown will emerge from the same opening as the previous one and
the cycle returns back to the Anagen phase.

THE HAIR CYCLE



Epidermis - protects underlying
tissue from infection, dehydration,
chemicals and mechanical stress.

Dermis - contains tough
connective tissue as well as
different types of cells and glands.

Hypodermis - made up of fat and
connective tissue, this layer plays
many important roles in your
body. 

SKIN

Permanent makeup is traditionally done by implanting pigment into the dermis. Blood
vessels, sebaceous glands, sweat glands, and nerves make up the dermis, which is alive
skin. Because this layer of skin is living, pigments are usually retained indefinitely.
Pigment is deposited directly above the dermis into the epidermis' basal layer in ombre
brows. The pigment is broken down and finally migrates to the surface, causing the
colour to fade away as the cells of the basal layer continue to divide. Skin can be 4
thicknesses: super-thin, thin, ordinary, and thick. To determine the skin's breaking point,
you must first determine the skin's tolerance level. This information will be learned
through practise and gaining experience and will assist you in determining the
optimum depth. 

When performing the procedure 
 you should aim to deposit the
pigment 1mm deep under the
skin to reach the correct layer.
This is what separates semi-
permanent makeup to tattooing,
because tattoo ink is deposited
deeper into the dermis layer. You
know you have hit the right
depth because you can hear the
skin as you work.. 



Having an understanding of the products and tools we will be using will help
you understand why each product is an important part of creating the perfect
microshaded eyebrows. Although these are not all the products available they
are the minimum products needed to complete semi permanent makeup.

PRODUCT KNOWLEDGE

Alcohol wipes SPMU Machine Pigments

Pigment rings Pre-inked mapping thread Ruler

Brow pencils Healing ointment
Numbing gels

Tweezers Scissors

Microblading blades & handle



NEEDLES

SPMU artists use needles as paint brushes and like paint brushes, there's
a needle for every method. Having the correct tools allows you to provide
the finest service to your clients, which is what SPMU is all about. 

There are a few obvious advantages to using standard needles and
needle cartridges. They are typically less expensive than those designed
for digital gadgets, and there are several brands to select from. The
unlimited sizes and variations will expand your artistic options, but first
you must learn needle language and how to decipher needle codes.Lets
take this code as an example: 1005RS

Diameter - the circumference the widest part of 
 of each individual needle inside any
configuration is represented by the first two
numbers on a tattoo needle code. Industry
standard numbers are used to express
circumference, with smaller numbers signifying
a smaller circumference. If you're familiar with
medical or electrical terminology, you'll notice
that this is the polar opposite of the gauge of
medical needles and electrical wire. The
following are some of the most common
diameters used in PMU 06 = 0.2mm, 08 =
0.25mm, 10 = 0.3mm, 12 = 0.35mm 



NEEDLES

Number - the second set of numbers in the code represents the number of needles in
the grouping which can range from 1 to 12, however 12 is uncommon

Configuration - the first letter featuring in the code represents the pattern in which the
number of needles are places in, for example, flat, magnum or round.

Purpose - this is whether it is a liner or a shader which is represented by the letters R or
S. A liner is made up of longer tapered needles that are tightly bonded, whereas a
shader is made up of shorter tapered needles that are loosely bound.

Not only will you save money by using regular tattoo needles or cartridges, but you
will also have greater control over the output of your art and more options to assist
you get the results you desire. It's a lot easier to get what you need if you grasp the
needle codes and descriptions.

Needle Taper - needle taper is not often specified on needle codes, but it is
sometimes described on needle packing and is crucial to know. The length of the
needle point is referred to as taper. To put it another way, how far up the needle
shaft the tapering part of the needle starts, or how "long" the point is. The taper

length determines how firmly the needles are linked together in any cluster, and this
is sometimes stated on needle packaging. Taper is a term that is frequently used. 



With so many machines on the market, deciding which one to buy can be tough, and to
make matters more complicated, what is the greatest machine for someone else may
not be the best machine for you. Despite the fact that many permanent makeup
machines are identical, there are a few minor distinctions to consider while selecting
your next machine.

CHOOSING AN SPMU MACHINE

The Rotary Tattoo Machine gets its name from the rotation of the
drive shaft, which causes the needle to move up and down. Many
people prefer rotary machines to coil machines because they are
smaller, lighter, and less intimidating, and pen-like variants
(Hybrid Rotary Machines) have been designed expressly for PMU.
Traditional tattoo needle cartridges and power supplies are used in
rotary and hybrid rotary machines, which work similarly to digital
rotary machines. Because they are compatible with universal
tattoo needle cartridges, they are far less expensive than a digital
rotary machine and offer a wider range of needle options.

The Coil Tattoo Machine is a well-known and effective tattoo
machine. It works with typical needle-on-the-bar tattoo needles
that are held in place inside a tube and tensioned with a rubber
band. Within the tube, the needle moves in a straight line.
Traditionally, this equipment has been used for regular body
tattooing.

The Digital Rotary machine was created for permanent cosmetics
and is a popular choice. It includes a small pen-style hand piece,
numerous speed options, and a digital readout in most cases.
Because of the computerised components, they can be fairly costly,
especially as they frequently require manufacturer-specific needle
cartridges. Manufacturer-specific needle cartridges are normally
more expensive, and their sizes and configurations are frequently
limited. Although this may not be a factor when you initially start,
as your skills improve, you will most certainly want more options.
Some rotary machines are powered by the device hand piece and
do not require a screen or settings, therefore they are less
expensive, but their power is typically weaker when compared to
other rotary machines.



Speed 
The speed on the machines are measured in 'revolutions per minute' (also known as
RPM's). Cheaper machines usually only offer 3 speed settings, so if you are in need of
more speed and power, it is worth considering upgrading to a more expensive machine
which offers a wider range. The average rotary machine can offer 0 to 12000 RPM,
however there are machines which can offer a different range of 8000 to 25000 RPM. 

Preset speeds are available on many digital rotary devices to help you with various
tasks. Although this may be useful when you're first starting off, most artists will
eventually discover that their individual techniques and hand speed need to be
adjusted. Pre-set speeds for eyebrows are a good illustration of this; classic eyebrow
shading requires a quicker speed setting than the newer pixelated/smaller needle
approaches, which demand a slower speed. If you choose with a digital rotary machine,
make sure you can adjust the speed to your preferences. Because hybrid rotary
machines use a standard tattoo power supply with no presets, you may entirely modify
your speed setting.

Hand Speed
Understanding the concept of hand speed as it moves across the skin's surface is
critical. The slower the hand moves, the more punctures remain in the area, and vice
versa (at the same speed of the device). As a result, the tighter the coverage, the slower
we move our hand. It is not necessary to change the speed in order to achieve colour
uniformity.

Stroke Length
This determines the force with which the needle impacts the skin by determining how
far the needle retracts back into the machine. The longer the stroke length, the more
powerful the machine and the stronger the "impact" to the skin. This is important
because most tattoo machines and hybrid rotary machines now include this
information in their specifications, making it a more generally used word in our
business. Traditional PMU pens and digital rotary machines, on the other hand, rarely
display stroke length. 

Needles
Many digital rotary devices will require needle cartridges that are customised to the
brand. This can be limited in terms of size and configuration options, as well as being
significantly more expensive. The Hybrid Rotary Pen machine uses universal tattoo
needle cartridges, giving you access to a wide range of brands, prices, and needle sizes.
However, you may find the sizing shown in universal code for tattoo needles a little
puzzling at first.

Size of the machine
Most machines have a little variance in size and weight. While most digital rotary
handpieces are about the same size, hybrid rotary pens can be rather different. Some
are thicker and heavier for artists who want a larger grasp, while others are lighter and
more akin to a digital rotary hand piece.

CHOOSING AN SPMU MACHINE



With so many SPMU machines available to purchase today, it's difficult to determine
which needles to get for your machine. However, regardless of the manufacturer, your
machine is categorised as either a PMU or a tattoo machine, as many tattoo machines
are now being created and utilised for permanent makeup treatments.

SPMU Machines

These machines were designed specifically for SPMU and include digital machines as
well as a variety of low-cost machines that you may acquire on Amazon or receive in
your "kit" from your instructor. The cartridge needle aperture on these machines is not
the same as on a tattoo machine, thus universal tattoo cartridges will not fit. Although
many SPMU machines feature a similar fitting and accept a common PMU cartridge
marketed under a variety of brand names, this opening is typically unique to the brand
and requires brand specific needles. The number of needles in each configuration is
typically referred to as the needle size for these devices.

Tattoo & Hybrid Machines

Although some of these machines are now especially designed for SPMU, the majority
are designed for regular tattooing. As a result, nearly all include a universally sized
cartridge opening so that tattoo artists can continue to use their preferred brands, sizes,
and configurations of cartridge needles. The variances in size and configuration range
from the number of needles to the forms of needle groupings, the tightness of
groupings, needle tapers, and even whether the needles are polished or rough.

NEEDLES & MACHINES 

Most importantly, the needle must be high quality, sharp, sterile and disposable for
each client. They are made out of steel-alloy needle wire.. Sharpened, polished,
individually wrapped, and pre-sterilized, they are ready to use. The sharpness and
quality of a needle are critical to the success of any surgery. Any touch with an
external object will dull the needle and change its geometric form, preventing it
from penetrating the epidermis and causing harm. When we dip the tip of the
needle into a disposable container filled with pigments while the PMU machine is
turned on, the needle is blunted by contact with the bottom of the cap. 



Microblading blades come in a variety of shapes and sizes. It's critical to pick the proper
blade to get optimal post-procedure results and to look after the client. Each client has
a unique skin. The thickness, oiliness, and sensitivity of the skin vary. Skin that is older is
usually thinner and less resistant than skin that is younger. Additionally, you will see
that as the customer gets older, the tissue laxity, collagen, and elastin in the skin
declines.  It's difficult to understand the skin and decide which blade to use in response,
but it's the only way to get to your end goal: a beautiful result and a satisfied and happy
customer.

There are a variety of blades to choose from. Microblading blades are essentially a
collection of small needles arranged tightly together to form a blade. Single row and
double row blades with various pin counts are available: hard or flexible. 

The needles in the overall blade are arranged in a variety of shapes, the most popular of
which is the Curve Flexi shape (CF) / Slanted shape or U shape. The blades range in size
from 7 to 28 pins. The thickness is indicated by the increasing number. The blades
become sharper as they become thinner, and vice versa. Each blade has a distinct
advantage.

BLADES

7 to 9-pin CF blade
This is the finest of all

the blades. It's best for
brows that aren't too

thick and detailed
work. It's an excellent

blade for drawing
short, fine hairs.

Curve Flexi Blades

11 to 12-pin CF blade
This is the most

commonly used blade.
It's a good blade for
creating medium-

length, medium-thick
eyebrow hair.

14 to 17-pin CF blade
This blade is ideal for

creating long,
medium-thick

eyebrow hairs. It is
quite beneficial to
draw larger brows.

21-pin CF blade
This blade is

ideal for creating
long and very
thick eyebrow

hairs. This blade
is not commonly

used. 

7CF 9CF 11CF 12CF 14CF 17CF 21CF



BLADES

U-Shape Blades
Curvy hairs are easy to draw with the U-shape blades. These blades are suited for

microblading artists with more experience. These blades also come in a range in size
from 7 to 28 pins. The thickness is indicated by the increasing number. The blades

become sharper as they become thinner, and vice versa

U12 U14 U16 U18 U21

Double Row Blades
This blade will allow you to make more uniform dual strokes. This is ideal for

establishing the brow's overall framework before adding finer details.

9 15 17 19 21

15U 17U 19U 21U



BLADES

Always keep your needles at a 90-degree angle to the skin and avoid drawing
sideways. 
By releasing pressure at both ends, press gently and slowly. 
Use smaller needles (nano/0.18) for thinner skin and natural hairs, and somewhat
thicker needles (0.20-0.25) for thicker skin and natural hairs. 
Flexible needles are extremely helpful in acclimating to light pressure. To avoid
deep/ashy strokes, I strongly advise using flexible needles. Especially for skin that is
very thin. 
Use high-quality stainless steel needles that are securely connected. 
You can also check your blade by pressing it with your nail on the side. There
shouldn't be much movement in the needles.

Flat Shading Blades
Flat shading blades are ideal for creating regular,
straight strokes rather than curved strokes in a curved
application. These are  excellent for shading in the
brow tail or producing a straighter brow look for your
client.

12F 14F

Round Pin Blades
This blade is ideal for adding more depth and complexity to the brow, as it allows you to

make microstrokes and shading. This will give you a more natural, 3-D appearance.

3R 5R 7R 9R 17R 19R 21R

Nano Blades
A version of PMU performed by a machine is referred to as nanoblading technology.
Standard microblading needles (nano blades) and very thin microblading needles
(nano blades) are also available, usually 16 - 18mm and come in CF and U shapes.

Depending on the pin you choose, these blades allow you to refine the brow and create
the illusion of finer hairs or stronger, shorter hairs as an artist.  When you wish to

produce a much shorter length hair than ordinary blades allow, these blades come in
useful, allowing you the freedom you need to create the perfect brow.



A beauty therapist should be a representation of not only their work but
the beauty industry too and therefore maintaining a professional
appearance will build a strong reputation of high standards. The ways
we can do this are:

PROFESSIONAL APPEARANCE

A tunic and plain black trousers
Flat, clean shoes
These are to be worn at all times
during working hours
Personal hygiene: should smell clean
and fresh, should not be decorated
with anything other than a name
badge or that of a professional
organisation to which the therapist is
a member, wearing deodorant at all
times, good oral hygiene
Hair should be clean, tidy and
secured off of the face
Nails should be of a workable length,
clean and clear of nail polish 
Makeup should be minimal and well
applied
No heavy perfumes to be worn
Smokers must take extra care with
their personal hygiene - the smell of
cigarette smoke clings to fingers,
clothes and hair. Clients may find this
unpleasant or offensive.

Uniform:



In the beauty industry we are dealing in a close body contact situation
where the risk of cross infection exists between the client and the
therapist, as well as between the clients. For the safety of the therapists
and clients, the salon should be kept as hygienic as possible at all times
to avoid cross infection. To achieve this, having clean work surfaces, clean
and sterilised equipment and good personal hygiene is essential and
must be maintained at a high standard at all times.

Most infections can be avoided with good hygiene and this will also boost
the reputation of the therapist, the salon and avoid any unwanted
infections.

The therapist should be familiar with the following hygiene principles:

Clean Hands - 
The therapist should wash their hands thoroughly in-between clients and
ensure that waterproof plasters cover any obvious cuts or abrasions on
the hands. In addition, any obvious cuts or abrasions on the client in
areas that may be treated must be similarly covered. The therapist
should wash their hands before and after the treatment.

Continuous Hygiene - 
Surgical spirit is useful for cleaning skin, instruments and surfaces to
remove grease and organic matter - a concentration of 70% alcohol
should be considered minimal for most purposes. Items such as blankets,
towels and headbands have been commonly used and cleansed by
washing. A blanket used to wrap the beauty couch for the client should
be separated from body contact by towelling or paper. Any headbands or
couch covers are washed after single use, or paper to be thrown away
and replaced for the next client.

PERSONAL HYGIENE



PERSONAL HYGIENE

Hold your right hand out with the palm facing up. 
Pinch a portion of the glove that covers the inside of your wrist on your right
hand. Use the thumb and index finger of your left hand. 
Gently pull the glove down about half way over your palm, revealing the
inside of the glove. Do not completely remove the glove. Let go of the glove
after you pull it down over the palm. 
Use your right thumb and index finger to repeat these steps on your left
hand. This time, you will pinch the outside of the glove above the inner
portion of your left wrist and completely remove the glove on the left hand.
Continue holding the left glove with your right thumb and index finger. 
Pull up a portion of the right glove with your bare left thumb and index
finger. Touch only the inside portion of the glove that has already been
revealed. 
Remove the right glove by pulling down with your left thumb and index
finger. As you pull down, the left glove that has already been removed should
fold up inside the right hand glove. 
Dispose of the rubber gloves in a proper container. Gloves that were in
contact with certain substances, e.g. chemicals and bodily fluids, cannot be
thrown away in public trash receptacles. 

Ventilation - 
Appropriate ventilation is necessary at all times in the salon environment to
ensure client comfort and safety, as well as lengthened exposure to the glue

fumes for the therapist.  A balance must be struck between the desirable head
and humidity levels and sufficient ventilation for maximum client comfort. Minor
infections, such as the common cold can be greatly reduced in effect when there

is adequate ventilation.
 

Appropriate Footwear -
The therapist should never remove his or her shoes. Likewise, clients should wear

foot coverings at all times in order to minimalist the risk of infections from
undiagnosed athletes foot to verrucae. Clients with these infections should not
present themselves for where there is a risk of cross contamination, so it is very
important to cover the couch entirely in paper from top to bottom and replace

for every client.
 

Personal Protective Equipment (PPE) - 
A new pair of disposable gloves should be put on immediately before each client
if required, and a disposable apron is advisable to protect clothing. Both should
be disposed of directly after the treatment. Hands must be washed before you

put on the gloves and immediately after you have removed and disposed of the
gloves.

 
How to hygienically remove disposable gloves after use: 

1.
2.

3.

4.

5.

6.

7.



Cleaning: Using warm water and soap. This method helps to eliminate
surface particles.
Sanitising: Using alcohol-based products to eliminate or reduce
bacteria.
Disinfecting: Using products that contain Barbicide or Germicides,
reduce bacteria to a safe level.
Sterilising: Using high heat to eliminate bacteria. This method is the
most effective in terms of killing all living organisms on hard surfaces.

Tools in your station can be the culprit to spread infection between your 
 clients if this matter is overlooked.

Therefore, ensuring that your  room is clean and adequately sanitised
should be one of your top priorities. A failure to do so may cause
damaging effects for your clients, such as infections which can result in a
bad name for your business and risk the loss of clients. 

Every state has different laws implemented on decontamination in the
workspace. It is in your best interest to read and be aware of your local
health department's rules and regulations.

But to start, it is good to understand the fundamental differences
between cleaning, sanitising, disinfecting, and sterilising. We have listed
the variations below to help you get a better picture.

Four primary methods of decontamination:

Now that we have identified the four methods of decontamination,
please learn about the steps that you should take to sanitise your
workstation, supplies, and yourself.

SALON HYGIENE



1. How to Clean Your Hands - Make sure that your hands are always
sanitised and free from any contamination by washing them thoroughly
in between clients with warm water and soap for at least 30 seconds.
Also, place a bottle of hand sanitiser at your station during the service.
The most effective way to use the hand sanitiser is to apply at least a
dime-sized amount to the palm of one hand and rub both palms
together for 30 seconds.
 
2. How to Sanitise Your Workstation - First, get rid of everything that is
non-reusable. This includes eye pads, micro-brushes, and lash wands.
To ensure that your workstation's hygiene is always in check, we
recommend that you sanitise everything you touched during the service
with a disinfectant wipe after a day of work.
When it comes to tools that touched the client, make sure to sanitise
them with alcohol or peroxide after every session.
 
3. How to Disinfect Your Supplies? - Before disinfecting your tools, make
sure always to clean any visible debris off your instruments first, as any
debris left on the surface may lead to cross-contamination.
To disinfect your tools, prepare an approved hospital-grade disinfectant
to manufacturer's instructions. Ensure all tools are fully submerged for a
specific amount of time.
When time is up, remove tools from soak with clean tongs to avoid re-
contamination. Dry tools with a clean towel or allow them to air dry.
 
4. How to Sterilise Your Tools? - If you want to be extra squeaky clean
with your tools, this is a method for you. However, note that this method
should only be used for heat-resistant products, like tweezers (DO NOT
use this method on any plastic products).
To sterilise your tools, let the instruments soak in boiling water for 20
minutes and carefully remove them with tools like pinchers and air dry
them, and keep them in a container. High heat is the best way to
complete the elimination of bacteria.

SALON HYGIENE



IDEAL SET UP

A hand washing sink must be
available for use while personal
services procedures are being
performed (e.g., the sink must be
free of cleaning equipment) and
constantly supplied with hot and
cold running water, dispensable
liquid soap from a single-use
disposable container, and single-
use (cloth or paper) hand towels in
a dispenser. If the soap container
needs to be refilled, it must first be
cleansed, treated with a low-level
disinfectant, rinsed, and air dried
completely.

Taking the time out to clean your
workstation and tools is an integral
part of your day to day duties. We
suggest that you allow a 10 to 15
minutes space in between each

service for cleaning and disinfecting
routines. Follow this image for the

ideal salon set up:

Beauty couch (adjustable height)
Beauty couch roll
Towels & blankets
Beauty trolley holding all necessary
products/equipment 
Barbicide & pot 
Access to a sink
Hand sanitiser
Ring light 
Adjustable chair
Pillow for clients head 



A contraindication is a condition that serves as a reason not to take a certain
medical treatment due to the harm that it would cause the client. 

Contraindications can be identified and recorded at the initial consultation. 
 

Contra-indications can be identified and recorded at the initial consultation. 
 

The contraindications for SPMU are as follows: 

CONTRAINDICATIONS
 

If the client's skin is sensitive, it is more prone to become irritated and bleed. 
If their skin has wide pores, particularly around the brows and forehead, the
colour will blur and give them a powdered appearance. 
Tattooed hair strokes, on the other hand, will not lay properly over skin with deep
creases, making the overall appearance uneven. 
Moles, lumps, piercings, and generally elevated skin around the brows will also
lose colour.

Skin Complications - if a client's skin is prone to eczema, psoriasis, keratosis pilaris,
or dermatitis, they are usually not good candidates for permanent makeup since
pigment retention would be a problem.

Skin Conditions - Clients with chronic acne and rosacea, for example. This type of
skin is prone to bleeding, and the skin does not maintain colour well. Furthermore,
extremely greasy skin might lead those tattooed hair strokes to merge together,
giving the appearance of a solid rather than a genuinely feathery look.

Dermatitis - the client's skin is likely to be in a constant state of unrest and
shedding, making them unsuitable for tattooing because the pigment will not
adhere to their skin. When these types of skin become irritated, they bleed easily,
which means your skin will lose its colour and the procedure's desired effect.

Sunburn - if your clients wants SPMU but have received a tan or worse, a sunburn,
it's better to wait until their skin has returned to its natural colour and healed
before scheduling an appointment.

General skin concerns:



CONTRAINDICATIONS
 

pregnant or breastfeeding
a heart condition
haemophilia
epilepsy
undergoing chemotherapy
major heart problems
has a pacemaker
organ transplant
Psoriasis near treated area or other skin irritations
uses or has used Accutane within the last year
has had botox within the past month 

Cancer patients: cancer survivors frequently seek the assistance of medical
aestheticians and PMU Technicians to help recover what has been lost, or to
provide direction on what may be done cosmetically to help them feel better about
their look once again. Whether you're performing PMU for hair loss (hair does not
always grow back on the brows or scalp), Areola reconstruction, or Fibroblast for
skin rejuvenation, there's one thing you should always remember as a medical
aesthetician or PMU/SMP technician is that it is usually safe to assist cancer
survivors because most medical cosmetic operations are not only confidence
boosters, but they also pose no significant risk to the patient. The only drawback is
a longer recovery time as the immune system has weakened. Explain to the client
that healing will be slow and that their post-care routine will be crucial. Incorporate
this crucial information onto their intake forms.

Bleeding Disorder - if there is a risk of excess bleeding to occur, this will prevent
appropriate colour deposit.

Hair Transplant - if your client has undergone a hair transplant for their brows,
SPMU is typically not a good option for them. Use your judgement and make sure
that if you decide to proceed, your client has a clear understanding of what to
expect.

Autoimmune - due to the poor skin health caused by autoimmune disorders such
as lupus or frontal fibrosing alopecia, your client will not be a good candidate for
SPMU.

Other:

If a client has any medical conditions, they
should always contact with their doctor to

get advise before proceeding with any
treatment.



CONTRAINDICATIONS
 

Psoriasis - Psoriasis is a skin condition that
causes red, flaky, crusty patches of skin
covered with silvery scales. These patches
normally appear on your elbows, knees, scalp
and lower back, but can appear anywhere on
your body. Most people are only affected with
small patches. In some cases, the patches can
be itchy or sore. 

Conjunctivitis - inflammation or infection of
the transparent membrane (conjunctiva) that
lines your eyelid and covers the white part of
your eyeball. When small blood vessels in the
conjunctiva become inflamed, they're more
visible. This is what causes the whites of your
eyes to appear reddish or pink.

Folliculitis - a common skin condition in which
hair follicles become inflamed. It's usually
caused by a bacterial or fungal infection. At
first it may look like small red bumps or white-
headed pimples around hair follicles — the
tiny pockets from which each hair grows. 

Trichotillomania - Trichotillomania, also
known as trich, is when someone cannot resist
the urge to pull out their hair. They may pull
out the hair on their head or in other places,
such as their eyebrows or eyelashes. Trich is
more common in teenagers and young adults. 
Alopecia - a condition that causes hair to fall
out in small patches, which can be
unnoticeable. These patches may connect,
however, and then become noticeable. The
condition develops when the immune system
attacks the hair follicles, resulting in hair loss.

Viral Infections/Diseases



CONTRA-ACTIONS
 

Expected/Normal Reactions 
Slight swelling (tender, puffy skin). This can be caused by working on more
delicate skin. The course of action would be to apply a cold compress.
Erythema (redness of the skin due to dilation of blood vessels), This would
be caused by a reaction to an external stimulus or infection. The course of
action would be to apply a cold compress.

Unexpected/Abnormal Reactions 
Allergic rash (redness, possible mild irritation to the area). Te cause of this
would be an allergic reaction. The course of action would be to remove the
product and apply a cold compress, advise the client to consult their GP if
no improvement within 24 hours.
Severe swelling (tender, puffy skin). This would be caused by the removal of
hair. The course of action would be to apply pressure and wipe over with
antiseptic. 
Inflammation or damage to the eye (stinging/ burning sensation to the
eye). This would be caused by products entering the eye. The course of
action would be to remove the product from the eye and rinse in distilled
water.

Contra-actions are reactions of a client caused by a treatment taking place. 
You must explain to your client what/if any reactions to expect during/after a
treatment. With all contra-actions tell your client that if they do not improve
within 24 hours to get in touch with their GP for advice.  Contra-actions that
could occur during a treatment can be categorised into two sections, and are
listed in the information below:
 



A consultation is a one-to-one talk with your client. Here you will find out
very important and confidential information that will help you to advise
and give clients the best treatment. 

Always introduce yourself to your client. The consultation is often carried
out in the room in which you are working and should be carried out
before the client gets undressed in case there is any reason that they
cannot be treated. 

It is extremely important to have a full consultation with your client prior
to treatment to enable you to plan the appropriate treatment. During
the consultation, you must check for contraindications, answer any
questions the client may have, find out client’s expectations and discuss
treatment options. 

In addition to a professional education we recommend to create
adequate client/patient records to identify the type & nature of the
clients brows and the service provided to the client (inclusive clients
signature).  Keep in mind: written and photographic records needs to be
stored in a way that ensures the privacy of the client. (Please find
attached a sample of a clients record card.)

Approximately 5-10 minutes should be allocated to carry out the initial
consultation. Ideally you should be sitting face to face or next to your
client to create an open atmosphere. Avoid barriers such as a couch or a
table coming between you. Holistic treatments treat the individual as a
whole, taking into consideration general well-being, i.e. health,
emotional, physical and mental states. You need to explain carefully to
the client why you are carrying out a consultation. Use open questions to
tactfully encourage the client to give you information that you need
rather than interrogating them and asking lots of direct and often
personal questions. Use the record card as a prompt rather than a list to
tick off. 

CONSULTATION



Establish the client’s usual routine
Explain the benefits of the treatment to the client
Establish the requirements for the treatment and what the client is hoping to
achieve
Analyse the brows 
Discuss shape, colour and patch testing & recovery
Fill in a record card, making note of relevant information (this will especially come in
handy with repeat clients you may have, particularly if you build up a large client
base it is a quick and easy way to see what you have previously provided for the
client)
Discuss costs
Discuss any changes the client may need to make to their usual routine
Discuss aftercare

During a consultation, it’s important to remember that every client will have different
needs and wants. One client may prefer a subtle and natural look, whereas another
client will prefer a dramatic and very noticeable look. You must remember that you are
the professional, and you are the one who makes the final decision to combine their
ultimate wish with your abilities.

During the consultation: 

During the consultation, ask the client to fill out a Client Record Card, Consent Form
and Medical History Form. The following information will determine if your client is a
candidate for ombre brows. Failure to carefully consult with each and every client can
result in dissatisfaction, allergic reactions, and/or client inflicted damage. Always fill out
and review your client consent form carefully. The client consultation is the most
important part of your service. 

 It's critical that the client understands that there will be a healing process, and that
you notify them that the quality of the outcome is contingent on adequate aftercare. If
the operation region does not heal adequately, it might result in swelling, redness,
itching, discomfort, and infection. However, following a proper surgery, it is typical for
the skin to be red and swollen, which can range from minor to severe edoema
depending on skin sensitivity.  The brows will appear significantly darker in the first few
days, and it will take about 10-12 days for them to fully recover. The skin's surface will be
disrupted at a microscopic level, similar to the body's natural healing process. It is
critical to instruct the client on how to maintain the area. They should not pick at the
spot or irritate it. This can result in scarring and colour pigment loss. Excessive sun
exposure and extremely hot surroundings, such as saunas or sports activities, should be
avoided by the client. It will appear as if the area has lost pigment once it has cooled
down. This is entirely typical, depending on how the client treated the area during the
aftercare process.

CONSULTATION



Physical fitness - How fit is the client? A client may think they are fit and many
will say they are fitter than they really are. A resting pulse will give you a guide. 
 The client’s occupation and lifestyle - These factors will give you a rough
indication of free time and budget to consider before negotiating a treatment
plan. This information will give you clues as to where the client may have stress
and muscular tension. 
 Life changing conditions - Includes: puberty, pregnancy, menopause,
retirement, bereavement, divorce and any illness. 
Hobbies - It may be useful to find out the client’s interests, this will also give you
an idea of levels of activity and spare time. 
 Personality, temperament and emotional state - Not the sort of question you
can ask but you can make a mental note of it. These factors will help to indicate
which oils or zones to work on further. 
 Disclaimer and date - Always add a disclaimer and the client’s signature to
verify that the information the client has given you is, to the best of their
knowledge, true and correct. 

The following information should be recorded for all clients: 

Personal details: Full name, address, contact number, GP’s name and address. 
A detailed medical background including: 

Specific contra-indications - These should be noted accordingly. You will probably
find as you go through that the client will lead you rather than you having to read
off a list, as this can be quite unnerving for the client. 

Medication - What medication are they taking and for what condition? If a client is
taking medication it will give you clues to their health. 

Are they consulting a GP on a regular basis or under a consultant and if so for what
condition? If so you may need to check further their suitability for treatment. 

Have they had recent surgery? - You will need to consider scar tissue, and there
may be post-operative precautions you need to take. Many people find it takes a
while to get anaesthetic out of their system and may feel low. 

Life changing illnesses - Includes: arthritis, cancer, any disablement, AIDS, epilepsy,
diabetes, stroke and depression. 

Accidents - What implications do these have? Have they had to have surgery? Do
they need referral to other professionals? Will your treatment plan need adjusting? 

Other Information:

CONSULTATION



Bacitracin - a cyclic polypeptide antibiotic used to prevent wound infections.
Novocaine - a brand of procaine, is a local anaesthetic drug.
Lidocaine - Lidocaine is a local anaesthetic. Using the skin cream makes your
skin numb.
Latex protein - “latex” refers to the protein in the sap of the Brazilian rubber tree
(Hevea brasiliensis). It also refers to “natural rubber products” made from that
sap.
Pigment - Eczematous hypersensitivity reactions.
Needles - clients may have an allergy to the metal that the needle is made out
of. 

 Are the client’s expectations realistic? - you must be realistic with your client
with what they should expect from their eyelash extensions 
 Are there any contra-indications? - is there anything that may prevent the
treatment from going ahead?

Patch Testing - patch testing is a vital part of the consultation process. This must be
carried out at least 48 hours print to the booked treatment on new clients. This is
despite other they have had this treatment previously by a different technician, this
is due to the fact that every technician will have a different range in materials they
use. The result from the test will be either positive or negative. A positive result will
be recognised by irritation, swelling or inflammation of the skin. If this occurs, we
recommend not to proceed with the treatment. 

Pigment skin testing is a process that involves injecting a small amount of pigment
into the client's skin to see if they are allergic to the pigment used in the treatment.
In most cases, people do not react to the pigment, although it is always possible.

Possible allergies include: 

 

Patch testing MUST be carried out, or your insurance may be voided.
During the consultation, touch upon ‘Aftercare Procedures’ (explained in a later
chapter) 
2 important things to remember during the consultation:

1.

2.

PATCH TESTING



Cleaning: Using warm water and soap. This method helps to eliminate surface
particles.
Sanitising: Using alcohol-based products to eliminate or reduce bacteria.
Disinfecting: Using products that contain Barbicide or Germicides, reduce bacteria
to a safe level.
Sterilising: Using high heat to eliminate bacteria. This method is the most effective in
terms of killing all living organisms on hard surfaces.

Ensuring that your salon room is clean and adequately sanitised should be one of your
top priorities. A failure to do so may cause damaging effects for your clients. Infection
control guidelines are essential to aid in the development of policies and procedures to
guarantee that patients receive the best possible treatment. These rules should be
viewed as guiding principles as well as hints or outlines of what should be done. The
purpose of infection prevention and control is to provide service in such a way that the
danger of microorganism transmission to the client and personal service worker is
minimised. The service should be given in such a way that it aids in the prevention of
disease transmission. Infection control procedures must be adjusted to the services
supplied.

Every state has different laws implemented on decontamination in the workspace. It is
in your best interest to read and be aware of your local health department's rules and
regulations.
But to start, it is good to understand the fundamental differences between cleaning,
sanitising, disinfecting, and sterilising. We have listed the variations below to help you
get a better picture.

Four primary methods of decontamination:

Now that we have identified the four methods of decontamination, please learn about
the steps that you should take to sanitise your workstation, supplies, and yourself.

PPE - Face Covering - During procedures that are likely to cause splashes or sprays of
blood, bodily fluids, secretions, or excretions, face protection should be used to protect
mucous membranes of the eyes, nose, and mouth.

Gloves - Gloves should be replaced between procedures and between clients. Gloves
should be taken off as soon as the procedure is finished, at the site of usage, and before
touching clean environmental surfaces. Hand hygiene should be conducted as soon as
the gloves are removed. It is not recommended that single-use disposable gloves be
reused or washed.

STERILISATION & DISINFECTING



How to Clean Your Hands - Make sure that your hands are always sanitised and free
from any contamination by washing them thoroughly in between clients with warm
water and soap for at least 30 seconds. Also, place a bottle of hand sanitiser at your
station during the service. The most effective way to use the hand sanitiser is to apply at
least a dime-sized amount to the palm of one hand and rub both palms together for 30
seconds. Hand hygiene should be practised between clients, before invasive procedures,
after contact with blood, body fluids, secretions, and excretions, and after contact with
items that are known or suspected to be contaminated with blood, body fluids,
secretions, or excretions. To avoid cross-contamination of body locations, remove gloves
immediately before and after treatments on the same client if soiling of hands is
anticipated. Hands must be cleansed with soap and water if they are contaminated.
Hand rubs containing alcohol are an acceptable way of hand hygiene, especially when
hand washing facilities are not available. 

How to Sanitise Your Workstation - First, get rid of everything that is non-reusable. To
ensure that your workstation's hygiene is always in check, we recommend that you
sanitise everything you touched during the service with a disinfectant wipe after a day
of work. Articles that come into contact with the client's intact skin should be clean, and
equipment that comes into contact with mucous membranes or non-intact skin should
be disinfected properly between clients. Clean chairs, cabinets, counters, and charts on
a regular basis. Client-care equipment that has become soiled should be handled with
care. This avoids skin and mucous membrane exposure, as well as contamination of
clothing and the environment. To avoid injury during disposal, used needles and other
sharp equipment should be handled with care. Used sharps should be disposed of in an
appropriate puncture-resistant container in the same area as they are used. All
equipment that is used by more than one client must be cleaned, disinfected, or
sterilised as needed between clients, according to the regulations. 
 
How to Disinfect Your Supplies - Before disinfecting your tools, make sure always to
clean any visible debris off your instruments first, as any debris left on the surface may
lead to cross-contamination. To disinfect your tools, prepare an approved hospital-
grade disinfectant to manufacturer's instructions. Ensure all tools are fully submerged
for a specific amount of time. When time is up, remove tools from soak with clean tongs
to avoid re-contamination. Dry tools with a clean towel or allow them to air dry.
 
How to Sterilise Your Supplies - If you want to be extra squeaky clean with your tools,
this is a method for you. However, note that this method should only be used for heat-
resistant products (DO NOT use this method on any plastic products). To sterilise your
tools, let the instruments soak in boiling water for 20 minutes and carefully remove
them with tools like pinchers and air dry them, and keep them in a container. High heat
is the best way to complete the elimination of bacteria.

STERILISATION & DISINFECTING



Cleaning Solution: washing or wiping down environmental surfaces such as floors, seats,
benches, walls, and ceilings with a mixture of soap (or detergent) and water, with or
without a chemical disinfectant. 

Sterilisation: the highest level of decontamination. This kills all microorganisms
including bacteria, viruses, fungi and bacterial spores. Tools that come into contact with
bodily fluids require sterilisation. This is a difficult process to maintain but should be
carried out on all tools, especially if they have been in contact with blood. 

Disinfection: the process of killing most microorganisms on hard, non-porous surfaces. 

Sanitation: the process of significantly reducing the number of pathogens found on a
surface such as cleaning with soap or using alcohol pads. It is the lowest form of
decontamination and is safe to use on the skin. This process will remove soil, dust, dirt
and organic matter along with a large proportion of micro-organisms from an object. 

Any item that is used on a client must be disinfected or discarded after each use. Items
that cannot be disinfected must be discarded. Non-porous tools must be sterilised after
each use. 

Disinfectants are chemical agents used to destroy microorganisms on hard, non-porous
surfaces. To use a disinfectant properly, read and follow the manufacturer’s instructions.
Completely immerse the tools for the required amount of time and never reuse
disinfectant solutions. 

Dealing with bodily fluids: if blood or body fluids have to be mopped, ensure that
disposable gloves, apron and disposable paper are used. All disposable items should
then be placed in a yellow plastic sack and destroyed by incineration. 

Neat chlorine bleach should be used as the sterilising agent on blood spills. The bleach
treatment will destroy the viruses, which will cause AIDS and Hepatitis B.

INDEX



Use warm, soapy water or an enzymatic implement wash to clean your SPMU
instruments. Allow to dry completely, then prepare an open garbage can with a
clean liner for convenient disposal of spent waste.
To lay out, use a sterile tray with a disposable drape on top. If you're using a
chemical sterilant, make sure to read the instructions that came with your tools.
Soak the approved instrument in a sealed sterile pouch for the recommended
amount of time (typically 20 minutes) until you're ready. Once finished, rinse and dry
your instrument with clean gloves to ensure it is free of chemicals. 
Once you're ready, place the tool in a sterile pouch and seal it until you're ready to
use again. Clean the skin one last time after you've measured and designed the
brows.
If you want to use it again, clean it right away. 
Never leave your tools unclean for more than a few hours because bacteria multiply
and therefore must be cleaned again. 
Replace your gloves and dispose of all drapery at the end of the day. 
Dispose of your needles in a labelled 'biohazard' sharps container which are
available at your local pharmacy.

Three categories of medical devices and their associated level of disinfection:

Critical: A device that enters typically sterile tissue or comes into contact with bodily
fluids such as blood. Sterilization, which is defined as the complete annihilation of all
microbial life, should be performed on such devices. Implements such as SPMU tools,
comedone extractors, surgical implements, and so on.

Semi Critical: a device that comes into contact with mucous membranes that are intact
or skin that is not in contact. Electrodes, tweezers, scissors, marking pencils etc.

Non Critical: devices that do not normally come into contact with the patient or only
come into contact with undamaged skin. Low-level disinfection should be used to clean
these devices. Machines, aesthetic beds, counter tops, mag lights

CLEANING FOR SPMU EYEBROWS



COLOUR THEORY

Colour is one of the most complicated and difficult aspects of predicting the
outcome of brow treatment. We'll go over the fundamentals of colour theory when it
comes to applying pigment to the skin in this chapter. All skin is like a blank canvas
on which we can paint. The colour of the pigment we implant into the skin is
affected by the hue, shade, undertone, and existence of melanin.

When dealing with pigment colours, we must consider the natural skin colour and
undertones, since these will all play a role in the final colour that will be shaded into
our client's brows. It's critical to remember that SPMU always heals with a cool tone,
so take that into account when deciding how much warmth to add to our final
pigment hue. Colour is crucial because it is your ultimate colour choice that creates
your initial impression. You must get your colour right the first time; there is no room
for error when it comes to colour.

To create the correct shade, we must be very careful while blending colours. We
strongly advocate using higher-end pigments that are already cold or warm and
designed to correct / neutralise undertones, which are currently accessible on the
market. When using pigments, based on the client's natural undertone, you should
always consider adding a drop of warm or cool colour tones to your chosen pigment.



COLOUR THEORY

Red, yellow, and blue are the primary colours. Primary colours are the 3 pigment
colors that cannot be mixed or formed by any combination of other colours. All
other colors are derived from these 3 hues. 

Secondary colours are created by combining two primary colours, or contrasting
colours, to create a variety of hues. (When you combine blue and yellow, you get
green, purple is created by combining blue and red and when you combine red
and yellow, you get orange.)

Tertiary colours - yellow-orange, red-orange, red-purple, blue-purple, blue-green
& yellow-green. These are the colours formed by mixing a primary and a
secondary colour. That's why the hue is a two word name, such as blue-green,
red-violet, and yellow-orange.

Colour Correction - cold colours are corrected or neutralised by warm colours, and
warm colours are corrected or neutralised by cold colours. Therefore, any pigments
with a warm undertone can be neutralised with a cool undertone pigment and vice
versa. The neutralising colour can be found directly opposite on the colour wheel. 

'Warm Colour' refers to red, 
yellow and orange.

'Cool Colour' refers to 
blue, green and purple. 



COLOUR THEORY

The Fitzpatrick scale (also Fitzpatrick skin typing test; or Fitzpatrick phototyping
scale) is a numerical classification schema for human skin color. It was developed in
1975 by American dermatologist Thomas B. Fitzpatrick as a way to estimate the
response of different types of skin to ultraviolet (UV) light. It was initially developed
on the basis of skin colour to measure the correct dose of UVA for PUVA therapy, and
when the initial testing based only on hair and eye colour resulted in too high UVA
doses for some, it was altered to be based on the patient's reports of how their skin
responds to the sun; it was also extended to a wider range of skin types. The
Fitzpatrick scale remains a recognized tool for dermatological research into human
skin pigmentation.

For Brown Hair - If you’re aiming for a natural look, selecting one shade lighter
works best. Meanwhile, if you’re after emphasis and volume, you can choose up to
two shades darker.
For Black Hair - Avoid selecting the exact color of your hair for your SPMU
pigment. It will only look unnatural. Shades ranging from medium to dark brown
could be your best bet.
For Red Hair - To compliment the red tones of your hair, we highly suggest light
blonde, ginger, and warmer brown hues. It’s great for face-framing while
maintaining a natural look. 
For Blonde Hair - Taupe is the go-to shade for people with blonde hair color. Not
too dark, not too light, but just right!

We as technicians will match for the client based on these six categories as well as
the client's personal preference and the natural colour of the client's hair.

https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Human_skin_color
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Thomas_B._Fitzpatrick
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Ultraviolet
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Ultraviolet_A
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/PUVA_therapy


COLOUR THEORY

Aside from the Fitzpatrick scale, determining the warmth (or tone) of the client's skin
is another approach to determine the hue of your pigment. Warmth refers to the
redness of the face, which we can verify by merely looking at the client's skin. Some
clients have pale or rosy complexion, while others have olive or tanned skin. Of
course, there are others whose complexion is black and deep-hued. Basically, the
quantity of red in a person's skin will aid in selecting the appropriate pigments.

An easy way to identify the undertones of your pigment is by placing a drop of the
pigment onto clean white paper and allow it to dry, and you will then be able to see
its undertones. You can also smear a small amount of pigment onto the client's skin
to determine a good match. 

Cool tones - the cool palette's colours are ideal for persons with fair skin and rose
complexions. They typically have ash-grey or even green to ultramarine blue
undertones and are devoid of red pigmentation. The colour of your brows will be
affected by the undertones in your skin once the colours have been applied. In
addition, once applied, the hues in a cool palette will appear soft blonde or light
brown.

Neutral tones -  People with fair skin can also use the neutral palette. However,
persons with darker undertones, like as blue and brown, will benefit the most from it.
Some of the colours in this palette have red pigmentation. Red undertones, such as
alizarin crimson and cadmium red, integrate well with darker fair complexion tones,
but they are far too prominent on the fairest skin tones.

Warm tones - People with darker skin who have olive, umber, or chocolate-colored
undertones should use the warm palette. This includes a lot of  clients with brown
and black hair. Furthermore, skin that tans easily is a suitable fit for this palette.

Which pigment will suit your client’s skin tone best: a warm, cool or neutral
colour?
How dark would the client like their brows to be?
Your client’s age – often, softer colours suit older clients.
Always remember to advise your clients to start with a softer colour as this can be
built up over time if the client wants to go darker. However, it’s difficult to lighten
the colour once it has been applied.
Remember, swatch testing is your friend. Try before you apply.

1.

2.
3.
4.

5.



Eyebrows are very much individual for everyone and there is no ‘one size
fits all’ when it comes to shaping the brows. So when considering
shaping your client’s brows, it’s important that you work towards the
correct brow shape for their face and their natural brow shape. This is
where brow mapping comes into play.

Brow Mapping is a technique that is used to help find the ideal brow
shape on the face. We as brow specialists take multiple measurements of
the brows and eyes to establish the correct brow shape. In essence, it is a
process of marking specific points on the brows allowing you to highlight
where the eyebrows should start, where the arch should be and where
the brow tails should finish. It’s a great way to achieve the perfect brow
shape for the face and when done properly, really change the way the
face looks, drawing attention to certain areas and away from others. 

Brow mapping is an extremely important part of the brow shaping
process. This allows you to perfectly define where your brows should start
and end based on the facial symmetry of your client

EYEBROW MAPPING



We’ve all had brow mishaps whether that’s
from years of over plucking, a bad experience
at a brow bar or perhaps some brow hair loss
so when our brows start to grow back they
can often grow out of shape. It is easy to get
into the cycle of plucking odd hairs that
regrow however in order to get neat, tidy and
correctly shaped brows, we need to map
them as a starting point to get an idea where
we need to start allowing the hairs to grow
back and where we need to be removing
hairs. 

EYEBROW MAPPING

Eyebrow mapping creates the brow shape and size that is correct for
your face. Unlike a stencil where you use a ‘pre-shaped’ stencil to draw
your brow shape, eyebrow mapping is specific to you, taking into
consideration your features. By mapping the brows it brings symmetry
to your face as well as balancing the eyes and defining the face and
when done correctly, can create the illusion of a lift around the eyes.

While brow mapping is regularly used to achieve brow symmetry,
experienced brow technicians are able to re create brow shapes
tailored to each client without the full use of a brow mapping
procedure. They use key parts of the brow including the tip, arch and
tail of the brow as well as assessing the brow length to create the
recommended shape based on a number of clients factors such as the
face shape. Working regularly with different types of brows is the best
way to improve your brow work.



In order to know which shaped eyebrows suit your client, you will firstly
need to identify their face shape. Face shapes can be identified by

drawing an imaginary picture frame around the face. The eyebrows form
the top of the frame, the jaw line forms the bottom of the frame and the

sides are formed between the temples and the jaw line.

EYEBROW MAPPING

Face gracefully tapers towards
chin
Wider forehead 
Prominent cheekbones
Ideal face shape

Oval Characteristics:
 

Eyebrow goal: to maintain this ideal
oval fane shape by generally keeping
to a soft angled eyebrow shape. The
oval face shape is seen as the ideal
face shape because it suits many

styles of brow. That said there are still
a couple of rules to abide by to

achieve the most flattering brow
shape on an oval face.

Tips:
Make sure not to put oval brows on an oval shaped face. You can

avoid this by making sure your arch doesn’t sit in the centre of the
brows.

Keep the contour of the brow shape soft to avoid making the brows
appear too sharp or angular.



EYEBROW MAPPING

Forehead, cheekbones and jawline
are almost the same width 

Square, bony jawline which can be
a prominent feature

Square Characteristics:
 

 
Eyebrow goal: to soften and balance

the strong jawline. 
Solution: depending on the jawline.

Start with the curved eyebrow shape,
then add more angle to create

balance. The stronger and more bony
the jawline is, the more angled the

brow shape that should be created. 
 

Tips :
Avoid round brows on a square face as they will mis match the face

and its features. Avoid flat brows on a square face as the face will
appear shorter and even more square.

Keep the contours of the brows angular i.e. a squarer front and a
straighter lines. Add a in a curved element to the shape under the

arch to gain balance.
Add height to the arch to lengthen the face. Keep the arch nearer to

the centre of the brow to draw attention to the centre of the face
Add length to the brows to give the illusion of a slimmer jawline

 

A defined and sharp peak at the top of the brow makes it appear
longer. A square face tends to have more angular features. Our

objective is to make this face shape look longer and the jaw line to
appear more narrow. Opt for a soft lifted arch and a lengthened tail

which will help to elongate the face and make the jawline look
slimmer.



EYEBROW MAPPING

Face width and length almost the
same
Widest at the cheeks

Round Characteristics: 
 

 
Eyebrow goal: to make the round face

appear longer.
Solution: a high arch eyebrow. It's up

and down lines would draw the
viewers eye up and down and
lengthens it. This creates more

vertical lines. Avoid rounded brows as
it makes the face more round.

Rounded brows on a rounded face
will only make it appear rounder.  

Tips :
Avoid straight flat brows on a round face as it will mismatch the face
and make it look shorter. Avoid a round brow because this will make

the face an its features look even rounder
Avoid a sharp, angular shape as these will not complement the curves

of the face. 
Keep the contours of the brows soft and slightly curved under the arch
Brush the hairs at the front upright to add an angular element to the

brow shape to gain balance.
Add height at the arch to lengthen the face.

Keep the arch nearer to the centre of the brow to make the face
appear more oval

Add length to the eyebrows to give the illusion of a slimmer jawline.
 

The objective is to make this face shape look longer and the jaw to
appear narrower. Opt for a soft lifted arch and a lengthened tail to

create the illusion of a longer face and slimmer jawline.



EYEBROW MAPPING

Face gracefully tapers towards the
chin
Elongated feature from forehead
to chin
Somewhat have a prominent chin

Rectangular Characteristics:
 

 
A long face is typically oblong or

rectangular in shape and tends to be
very narrow with close and deep set

eyes. Our objective is to make this
face shape appear shorter and wider.

Opt for a flatter curved brow shape
with a shallow arch 

 

Tips :
Avoid a height to the brows as this will make the face look longer.
Keep brows flatter so as not to create the illusion of a shorter face.
Keep characteristics soft and curved to complement the features.

Keep brows wider apart to draw attention away from the centre of the
face

The highest point of the arch should be further away from the centre
of the brows.

Arch the brows from underneath rather then the top of the brows to
open up deep set eyes

Add length to the tails to make the face look wider at the temples.

 and longer tails to make the face look shorter and wider at the
temples

Eyebrow Goal: to make a long face appear shorter
Solution: a flat eyebrow shape. The horizontal line would ‘stop’ the

viewer from seeing the elongated face, instead makes it appear to be
shorter. 



EYEBROW MAPPING

Face strongly tapers towards chin
Chin tends to be pointy
Forehead may be a prominent
feature

Heart Characteristics:
 

 
If your face is heart-shaped, you will
see that the forehead is the widest
part of the face with the narrowest

being the point on the chin. Our
objective is to make the forehead

appear narrower and in turn soften
the chin, making it look less ‘pointy’.
Opt for a softly shaped brow with a 

Tips :
Avoid round brows on a heart shaped face as they will exaggerate the

heart shape.
Avoid flat, straight brows as they will make the face look triangular.
Keep the brows shorter in length to give the appearance of a more

narrow forehead to balance the jawline.
Keep the brows closer together to draw attention to the middle of the

face.
Keep the arch closer to the centre of the brow to draw attention to the

centre of the face.

very slight curve that is shorter in length and closer together to draw
attention to the middle of the face and balance the proportions.
Eyebrow goal: to soften and balance the strong pointy chin and

maybe the prominent forehead.
Solution: forehead maybe the widest of the face. Depend on how

prominent the forehead is, start first with the lower arch, round curved
brows and then add more volume to it as it ‘adds’ more length to the

forehead as well as balancing the pointy chin. 



EYEBROW SHAPES



EYEBROW MAPPING

The start - Hold a pencil from the top
of the nostril pointing straight
upwards and make a small dot as a
reference point - this is where the
brows should start 

The arch - hold the pencil from the
top of your nostril diagonally through
past the pupil and make a small dot
as a reference point. This is where the
highest part of the brow should be
also known as the arch. 

The end - hold the pencil from the
outer part of the nostril to the outer
part of the eye and make a dot mark
as a reference point. This can also be
called the tail of the brow.

You can use a make
up brow pencil or
brow powder and
brush to do this.
Starting with the
bottom line of the
brow, use your pencil
or brush to join the
first reference point to
the second and then
the 2nd to the third.
This will produce the
shape of the brow
and continue to
stencil the rest of the
eyebrows.  



EYEBROW MAPPING

Now you have your three reference points you simply need to join
them together. To ensure you are drawing the brows
symmetrically, use an eyebrow ruler to match up equal
measurements on both sides.

Double check your symmetry by using these red dotted guidelines as a
template: match start to start, arch to arch, tail to tail and the distance
between the eyebrows. Of course, we cannot always achieve accurate
symmetry because faces are not naturally symmetrical, however we can try
our very best to get as close as we can. 



EYEBROW MAPPING

Use the pre-inked mapping thread to draw these guidelines. Hold the thread
taut to match up the points and imprint the lines onto the skin. Using
mapping thread is a much quicker, easier and more accurate way of forming
these guidelines than using an eyebrow pencil. 

Next you can begin to form the eyebrow shape by drawing the shapes
freehand and matching up the points you have formed. If necessary, you can
tweeze any stray hairs and/or trim any long hairs that are outside of the
brow map. At this point hand your client a mirror and double check that they
are happy with the shape and size of their brows. Any alterations can be
made now until the client is completely happy with proceeding.



Cleanse the clients entire area including the skin around the eyebrow and right into the
eyebrow hairs. You must remove make up residue and any traces of eyebrow gel or
stubborn make-up. Using a mascara wand, brush the hair to ensure that they are clean
and tangle free. 

PROCEDURE PROCESS

Ensure your client has completed the medical history, consent and waiver forms and
that they are correctly filled out, dated and signed.
Position client comfortably, have them lie down.
Protect client’s hair with a head band and drape a towel or bed roll over the client’s
upper body to protect clothing.
Take photographs from all angles in good lighting (if permission is given).
Ensure your area and supplies are clean, disinfected, and sanitary.
Sanitise your hands and put on gloves.
Prepare all of your equipment: numbing cream, bad, pigment, wipes, pencil, scissors
and measuring tools. 

 Preparation of Treatment:



Discuss with your client what they would like to achieve, look at pictures and be
extremely specific with what your process will be to achieve it. Leave no stone unturned
at this point because you want the client to be fully aware and know what to expect
during and after the procedure. 

PROCEDURE PROCESS

Remove and/or trim any excess hairs from outside of
the brow mapping (if your client is happy for you to
do so). 

Disinfect the eyebrow area with an alcohol wipe,
ready for shading.  Apply numbing solution.

Begin to map out the brows and
form their new shape. Ensure that
you have confirmed the shape with
your client; if they are happy, proceed
with the treatment and if they are
not completely satisfied, ask them to
explain the changes they would like
and use your expertise to advise for
or against these changes. Do not
move past this step until both you
and your client are completely
satisfied with the outcome.



 Ask the client to lie down on the bed. Begin your shading by starting with the outline of
the eyebrow.

PROCEDURE PROCESS

Put on your gloves and fill your pigment ring with your chosen pigment. Ensure that
your blade is clean and sanitary.



SHADING TECHNIQUES

While, as a rule, you perform straight, uninterrupted movements or forward (back
and forth) strokes to produce lines, there is no clear formula about how to improve
shading. The geometry of the drawing can be varied: strokes, circles, ovals, loops,
figure eights, etc. All kinds of shading can co-exist successfully even on one piece of
work; it all depends on the SPMU artist’s preferences. 

Microshaded brows can be achieved using a variety of shading techniques. These
different techniques are important to learn because not all customers wants the
same look, and those that do don't all have the same skin type. Artists that have a
toolbox of procedures for achieving identical results on a variety of skin types,
including the most difficult, may treat a more diverse clients.

Whip Shading or 'Pendulum'

This technique is commonly done with a single needle, quick hand movements, and
a slow machine speed to generate a spray of dots that heal to a soft, powdery colour
as it passes across the skin. To obtain the correct density, the brow colour is
gradually built up with numerous passes. To get the Ombre' effect, less pigment or
diluted pigment can be applied to the brow's head. This technique is ideal for a
client with thick, healthy, smooth (young) skin. This technique is not recommended
for clients with older, thinner skin or a less uniform skin texture since the quick
needle movements can cause scratching by dragging the needle across sensitive or
uneven skin. In certain skin types, implanting pigment can be challenging, and poor
colour retention is typical due to the skin trauma.

Pointillism 

Ideal for more challenging skin, pointillism is the application of each individual dot
in an up and down movement 90 degrees to the skin surface. This type of movement
eliminates needle drag and allows the depth of each individual dot to be adjusted
according to skin thickness and unevenness, resulting in uniform saturation. Density
is adjusted by the number of dots applied, so the ombre look is still very achievable.
This technique also works well for those who want enhanced brows and less edge
definition for a more natural look.

Traditional Shading

Using a larger arrangement of shading needles or magnum needles, this is similar
to body tattoo shading. Adjusting pigment dilution or utilising a lighter pigment
shade in the brow's head can create a beautiful ombre effect.



Begin by forming the outline of the
eyebrow

Divide the eyebrow into 4 sections: 
1= front
2 = front mid
3 = back mid 
4 = back

OMBRE BROW

1 1
22

3 34 4

Pass 1 - In your first pass, begin
shading from section 4 through to
section 3, and slightly through to
section 2. Ensure that you stay within
the outline to keep your work neat
and tidy. Leave the pigment on the
skin as you work on the other
eyebrow. 

Pass 2 - In your second pass, begin by
wiping away the previous pigment
and start shading from section 4
through to section 3 and 2 to build
up the depth and pigment. Lightly
cross into section 1 . Again, leave the
pigment on the skin whilst you
repeat this step on the other
eyebrow. 

Pass 3 - In your third pass, begin
shading from section 4 through to
section 3, 2 and 1 to build up the
depth and pigment. Lightly bring the
shading through to the front, but
ensure you keep it light to create the
ombre effect. Again, leave the
pigment on the skin whilst you
repeat this step on the other
eyebrow. 

(process continues on page 77)



POWDER BROW

Begin by forming the outline of the
eyebrow

Pass 1 - In your first pass, begin
shading from the bottom of the brow
until half way up, getting lighter as
you move upwards. Ensure that you
stay within the outline to keep your
work neat and tidy. Leave the
pigment on the skin as you work on
the other eyebrow. 

Pass 2 - In your second pass, begin by
wiping away the previous pigment
and start shading from the bottom of
the brow until 2/3 of the way up. Pass
the middle section with denser
shading and leave the front section
with lighter shading. Lightly cross
into the top 1/3 . Again, leave the
pigment on the skin whilst you
repeat this step on the other
eyebrow. 
Pass 3 - In your third pass, bring the
shading from the bottom of the brow
all the way to the top. Remember to
keep the front section of the brow
lighter than the mid section, and the
tail denser than the mid section to
create that beautiful powder effect.
Again, leave the pigment on the skin
whilst you repeat this step on the
other eyebrow. 

(process continues on page 77)



MICROBLADING BROW

To begin, start by drawing strokes at the front of
the brow. Repeat on the other eyebrow. 

Continue the hair strokes along the bottom edge,
following the outline of the new eyebrow shape.
Repeat on the other eyebrow. 

Fill the gaps in between the hair strokes at the front
of the brow with smaller strokes. Repeat on the
other eyebrow. 

Continue from the front of the brow across the top
outside edge of the new eyebrow shape. Repeat on
the other eyebrow.  

From each hair stroke from the top outline,
continue the hair strokes down on a diagonal line
to fill in the  body of the eyebrow. Repeat on the
other eyebrow. 

Return to the front of the brow to fill in small hair
strokes  in the body of the brow in between the
large ones. Repeat on the other eyebrow. 

Fill in the larger strokes betweenthe front and
middle of the eyebrow, following the pattern of the
hair strokes from the top edge. Repeat on the
other eyebrow. 

Insert any fine hair strokes where there may be
gapping. Repeat on the other eyebrow. 

This process is referred to as a 'pass'. You will need to do 2 - 3 passes in order to
complete the eyebrows. As you are switching between eyebrows, leave the pigment to
sit on the skin to allow it to settle into the strokes and once you begin working on that
brow again, wipe away the pigment so you are able to see your previous hair strokes.

You can reapply numbing cream where necessary.



MICROBLADING PROCESS

With wipes, remove the numbing solution from the brow and begin your second round
with the same strokes as the first. If necessary, apply more pressure to ensure that the
pigment is penetrated into each and every stroke. Keep in mind that the skin gets
thinner as you get closer to the end of the brow. Repeat the procedure for the second
brow, using more numbing solution as needed.



PROCEDURE PROCESS

The eyebrows should almost be complete, if not complete already. Give the brows a
wipe to see if any additional strokes need to be added, or even a third round of strokes if
necessary.

Once you are complete, sit the client up and show them their brows in the mirror and
double check they are satisfied with the results. Ask for any feedback they may have
and action where necessary. Do one final check over your work, your symmetry and
ensure that the client is satisfied.

Apply the pigment mask and cover with plastic wrap (to aid absorption) and leave to sit
for 10 minutes. You can also mix a small amount of numbing solution into the pigment
mask for an extra layer of comfort for the client. 

Give one final wipe to the brows to clean off the pigment mask.  Take photos of your
finished work. Remember to get all angles and use good lighting. 

At the end of the appointment, take 5 minutes to reiterate what to expect from the
healing process and the aftercare steps they must abide by. Now is also the perfect time
to schedule a follow up appointment in 6 - 8 weeks time. 



IMPORTANT NOTES

Remember - micro-pigmentation is influenced by two related variables: needle speed
and hand speed. The number of injections or dots per second implanted in the skin is
determined by your needle speed or frequency. The distance between injections or dots
placed in the skin is determined by your hand speed. It's critical to get the correct
balance between needle and hand speed. Because the dots are closer together, a slow
hand movement will result in a denser pigment implantation. Because the dots are
widely apart with a quick hand movement, there will be less pigment implantation.

Your hair strokes will become overly thick if you use a hair stroke technique with a
needle speed that is too high in comparison to your hand pace. In that scenario, you
should slow down your needle or increase the pace of your hand movement to achieve
thinner strokes.

Depth of stroke:
Your needle should penetrate the skin to a depth of 0.5-1 mm. The sound of the needle is
something you always want to hear. If you don't hear the sound, the pressure on your
skin is probably quite light. After cleaning the area, you'll notice that the pigment
wasn't applied adequately to the stroke, resulting in a red scratched line. If this
happens, go back over the line with the appropriate pressure and the pigmentation will
absorb much more quickly.

Using as little pigment on the needle as possible:
The amount of pigment you apply to the blade is the first consideration. You must use
as little pigment as possible. This allows you to work cleanly without contaminating the
area, allowing you to see the shape clearly.

Top up your needle with pigment regularly:
The second step is to reapply the pigment onto the blade before each stroke.

Gently stretch the skin:
Stretching methods differ from one person to the next. Stretching the skin throughout
the treatment helps to relieve the client's pain and aids in the creation of clean, correct
strokes. To implant the pigment effectively into the skin, lightly stretch the skin taut
using your thumb and index finger for every hair stroke you draw, in the same direction
that you draw it. 



IMPORTANT NOTES

Top up your blade with pigment regularly:
The second step is to reapply the pigment onto the blade before each stroke.

Gently stretch the skin:
Stretching methods differ from one person to the next. Stretching the skin throughout
the treatment helps to relieve the client's pain and aids in the creation of clean, correct
hair strokes. To implant the pigment effectively into the skin, lightly stretch the skin taut
using your thumb and index finger for every hair stroke you draw, in the same direction
that you draw it. 

Achieving the look of realistic hair:
Notice how a natural hair is thicker at its root and gradually tapers to the end. You can
achieve this look by starting the stroke with heavier pressure, graduating to a light
pressure as you lift off the skin to taper the stroke. Make sure you've done a solid and
taut stretch first. A good stretch is essential for implantation and colour retention after
healing. There are numerous ways to stretch properly, and we must all experiment with
our hands, fingers, and faces to determine which sort of stretch is most effective for us.
It may take some time to get the hang of it, but once you do, your retention will
improve. Once you've nailed the perfect stretch, make sure you're holding your blade at
a 90-degree angle in order to get incredibly fine, crisp strokes. Leaning the blade to one
side or the other will result in thick, blurry strokes or blowouts. Stroke gently and evenly
from the bottom to the top of the stroke for approximately 3 seconds every stroke.
Working more slowly and consistently throughout each stroke will achieve even and
complete pigment saturation.



Use a mild antibacterial soap to gently cleanse the brows, rinse every trace of soap
away and gently pat dry. Do this twice a day.
With a clean finger, apply a small amount of aftercare ointment after every cleanse. 
During the healing period, avoid wearing makeup in the healing area.
Do not pick or touch the eyebrows.
Avoid steam rooms, saunas and swimming.
Avoid activities that may cause excess sweating.
Drinking excess amounts of alcohol.
Avoid using creams on the face containing acids or retinol.

Avoid direct sunlight and sun beds
Avoid facial or skin appointments e.g. chemical peels and forms of exfoliation. 
Avoid facial cosmetic procedures e.g. botox and filler.

It is essential to emphasise the importance of aftercare. Clients must be provided with
clear written aftercare instructions to prevent adverse reactions and know how to deal
with them. It is always good practice to give your clients a leaflet explaining the advice,
this way you make sure they know and understand what to expect. 

Finally, ask the clients for feedback on the treatment; fill in their record card on your
findings and ask when they would like to rebook.  In the unlikely event that your client is
unhappy with their treatment, find out why and try to rectify it. Try not to let your client
leave feeling dissatisfied with their treatment. Depending on the situation, you can offer
to redo part of the treatment.

To ensure that they are fully informed, talk through these steps:

For 7 days after the treatment:

For 1 month after the treatment:

Let the client to know to keep in mind that for the first 10 days, their brows will appear
darker and bolder. This is a typical occurrence with all types of permanent cosmetic
procedures, and that it is typical for the pigment to lighten during the healing period.

Reassure the client that everyones reaction and recovery to the procedure will be
different, as everyone's skin is different. Usually there will be some swelling and tingling
for an hour or so after the treatment. 

AFTERCARE



HEALING PROCESS

DAY 1 
Eyebrows look amazing after the 
 procedure & the pigment will gradually get
darker throughout the day. 

WEEK 1 
The pigment has reached its darkest level
on day 2.
Light scabbing will occur.

WEEK 2 
The scabbing will continue and begin to
peel and flake off. This peeling may not
reveal a definitive colour in the skin.

WEEK 3-4 

The pigment in the skin will continue to
oxidise and the shaded dots begin to
reappear as they were in the beginning.
Some areas may appear patchy.

Eyebrows fully healed and ready to undergo
the finishing effects of touch-up
appointment. The eyebrow enhancement /
transformation is complete after final
touch-up.

WEEK 6 - 8 

The treatment area will appear more darker and more defined immediately after the
procedure than the final outcomes. After the healing process, expect the colour to be
substantially lighter and the overall appearance to be much softer and more natural.
This shift will take time, depending on how quickly your skin's outer layer exfoliates.

The exfoliation phase usually lasts around 5 days and is completed after 7-10 days. The
contrast between the initial intense and dark hue and the new softer and lighter colour
may cause your client to be unhappy at this point; however, you should assure them
that this is normal and expected, and that the touchup session will take place 6-8
weeks later.

The customer will require more shading to fill in more of the area during your touch-up
visit, or a region may not have taken properly. The colour of the brows may need to be
adjusted, or the customer may want them lightened or darkened. Other touch-ups
could include tail symmetry, or one being closer to the nose than the other, or one being
thinner, and so on. These are just small touch-ups, and we anticipate having to make
them at the second session. Shape and colour will be modified to their preference at
that time.

When the brows start to fade out after about 2 years, your customer will most likely
need a touch up. You'll just need to add some layering, more shading, and possibly a
colour shift.



TROUBLESHOOTING

Pigment Rejection

It's critical to recognise that your client may reject the pigment in some instances. We're
not talking about fading here; we're talking about complete pigment loss. Every
permanent makeup artist will come upon this at some time during their career. Let's
look at some of the reasons why this can happen, and then what you can do to avoid
having to return a client's money when it's not your fault.

Pigment rejection may be due to:

The client's experience is just the typical part of the healing process. 
Keep in mind that some pigment loss is a typical component of the healing process!
This is why a consultation is necessary so that you can fully explain the technique to the
customer before they consent to it. Before the 6 - 8 week touchup, the best case
scenario is that around 85% of the pigment is retained.

The client may have an infection
An infection of the skin causes the pigment to be pushed out, which can lead to
scarring and other issues.  If the client feels they may have an infection or some
underlying health problem that could affect their immune system or healing process,
make sure they are aware of the risk of pigment rejection. Ask the questions if they do
not disclose any difficulties on their health intake form. A sensitivity or allergic reaction
to the pigment is another possible issue that is unrelated to an infection. Sensitivities or
allergies can function like an infection, causing the body to reject and push out the
pigment. Ensure that the client is aware of this.

Did you shade deep enough? 
To achieve long-term benefits, you must enter the dermal epidermal junction. It's the
sweet spot when only a speck of blood appears. As the technician, you can practically
feel and hear the skin opening. If the wounds only get into the superficial epidermal
layer, the pigment or dye will be pushed out by the body and will not take. You'll know
you've reached the appropriate depth when you hear a distinct "tearing" sound in the
skin when the needle breaks through the current layer the with machine needle.



TROUBLESHOOTING

The client didn't follow the strict aftercare instructions
It is absolutely vital that the client follows the aftercare instructions, and interfered with
the healing process. Picking off the scabs will prematurely pull the pigment out of the
well we formed, giving the impression that the process failed. If the client has a
tendency to pick at their scabs or has a tendency to toughen their face, moist healing is
the ideal option. It's vital to remember that skin itches as it heals, so take precautions to
avoid itching and plucking.

The client has oily skin
Some people naturally produce more oils than others, but the crucial thing to
remember is that the oil may push out the pigment, resulting in less-than-desirable
pigment retention. If you feel the client has extremely oily skin, make sure to inform
them that there is a potential of pigment rejection so they can decide whether or not
the operation is worth it. In most circumstances, surplus oil production can be dealt
with without affecting the outcomes. It's important to remember that some pigment
loss is normal (but it should not exceed 30 percent).
 
The wrong colour pigment was used
Using the incorrect colour can alter the appearance of the finished output, turning
some colours grey and, in some situations, reddish. If this occurs, the pigment may have
taken, but it may appear lighter than typical, making the client believe it did not.
Choosing the proper pigment, trying it on skin for undertone hue, and making sure it's a
suitable match for when it fades are the most important steps. Also keep in mind that
colour does not lift colour, so if you're treating previously treated brows, eyes, lips, or
scalp and want to lessen the pigment, you'll need to do a removal first. If you're working
on skin that's already been treated and the client wants to go darker, you should be
able to utilise a darker pigment without any problems. If the present colour on the skin
has undesired undertones, make sure to choose a pigment that will help to cancel out
those undertones.

In the event of pigment rejection, the more information you disclose in your client
consultation, the less likely you are to have to return a client's money. Making them
aware that you cannot always manage lost pigment, particularly in the case of
unknown health factors that cause pigment loss. Make them aware of your skill set and
understanding of how to avoid pigment rejection so that if this happens, they will
recognise that it could be their fault. You can guarantee your work based on known
criteria that you can control, but you can't guarantee it based on unknown
circumstances. After discussing the possibility of pigment rejection, make sure they sign
their intake paperwork.


